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Dear Students,
It gives me immense pleasure to pen a few words as 
prologue to our in-house magazine ‘PRISM’ exclusively 
meant for churning out the latent writing talent which 
bears immense potentiality of sharpening your 
communication skill as part of your over all personality 
development. I congratulate all the contributors and 
the editorial board for bringing out such a beautiful 
magazine.
We provide a safe and intellectually challenging environment that will 
empower students to become innovative thinkers, creative problem solvers 
and inspired learners prepared to thrive in the 21st century. High standards 
and expectations for each student in regard to academic performance, co-
curricular participation and responsible citizenship are the foundation of 
our institute.
The academic activities concentrate on helping the students to gain an 
excellent theoretical knowledge base and in the development of skills to 
implement them. We are constantly reviewing our set up to update and 
improve while making sure that students gain thinking skills, analytical 
frameworks, entrepreneurial skills, interpersonal and communication skills.
We inherited a strong foundation to march ahead and achieve the within 
mentioned education objectives for a stronger and brighter India. Measures 
initiated by the Hon. Management, steps taken by the college 
administration, the willing contribution of the teaching and non-teaching 
staff and over whelming response and enthusiastic participation of my dear 
students in the college activates in the recent past all vouch for this. 
I am proud of being the Principal of such a wonderful institution dedicated 
to the causes of better India. 

Come on let’s give our best and make this institution a modern temple of 
learning through our diligence, devotion and dedication. Wishing you all 
the best…!

Principal
Mr. Vikram Joshi

From the Principal’s Desk
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thWe have successfully completed two years of St. John One Act Play competitions. On 12 , 
Junior College. We have grown in all areas, namely Traditional Day was celebrated with Singing and 
strength of our students, faculty, activities and Antakshari Competitions.
achievements.

th* Annual Day was celebrated on  13  in 
Events for Faculty Members: St. John Technical Campus on “Incredible India” 
Faculty Development Programme (FDP) was theme. Different states were given to all institutes. 

thscheduled from 27  to  29  for all new Junior college performed for North and North-East 
faculty members with the intention of bringing states by blending Kashmiri, Bihu and Bengali dance 
together all departments and commencing the forms. Mrs. Suchita Gharat and Ms. Vibhuti More co-
academic year with common goals and action plans. A ordinated the event gloriously.
special programme for HODs was organised on 

th30  across all departments in Campus.

Events for Students:
* Balika Diwas was celebrated on the occasion of 

rdSavitribai Phule’s birth anniversary on  3 . 
The students performed a skit to portray the 
importance of educating the girl child.

th* Sports Day was organised on  6  under 
the leadership of Mrs. Mary Rojan. Many students 

th th * Science Fest was held on 25  and 26actively participated in indoor and outdoor games.
at inter-collegiate level under the guidance of Ms. 
Priyanka Tavares and Ms. Sharon D’souza. Junior th * Cultural Week was celebrated from 8
college students bagged the Second Prize for th thto 12 . On 8 , Peace Day was 
‘Manually operated Washing Machine’. celebrated with Rangoli and Drawing Competitions. 

thOn  9 , Environment Day was celebrated with 
Best Out of Waste and Mehendi Competitions. 

thTechnology Day was celebrated on 10  with 
Elocution and Photography Competitions. On  

th11 , Bollywood Day was celebrated with Dance and 

* Farewell for the SYJC students was organised on 
nd 2 . The FYJC students along with the faculty 

put up various performances.

th * Marathi Diwas was celebrated on  27
as birth anniversary of Kusumagraj. The skit was 
performed by students to emphasis importance of 
Marathi language.
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* National Science Day was celebrated on students. Mrs. Chinmayi Churi and Ms. Deepa Rajwar 
th28  by FYJC Science students through PPT presented PPT on the relationship of Guru and 

and speeches under the guidance of Mr. Rupesh Shishya.
Bavlekar and Mr. Dipesh Patil.

* Career 360 session was conducted by Mrs. 
th thSuchita Gharat on 4 and 18  to inform 

students about career choices.

* International Youth Day was celebrated on 
th* International Women’s Day was organised by 13  by conducting Talent Competition. The 

thJunior College boys on 8  in Event hall. A event was carried out by Mrs. Mary Rojan.
programme started with poem recited by Mrs. 
Suchita Gharat ‘The creation of God’. Different games * Teacher’s Day was enthusiastically celebrated 

thwere organised for girls and teachers. The PPT on by students on 5 . Speeches, songs, 
Famous Women of India was presented. dances were presented by the students.

th * Environment Day was celebrated on 5
thwith great enthusiasm including speeches and PPT * Hindi Day was celebrated on  14  by 

presentation by students. enacting Skit to highlight importance of Hindi 
language. The celebration ended with a beautiful 

* International Yoga Day was observed on poem written and recited by Ms. Anamika Tiwad.
st21 . Importance of yoga was discussed along with 

ndlearning and demonstration of Pranayam by Mrs. * On 22 , the students of FYJC and 
Suchita Gharat. SYJC Science visited Bio-Tech Exhibition at Dandekar 

College, Palghar along with the Faculty.
* World Population Day was observed on 

th rd 11  by conducting Debate. It was co-ordinated by * Gandhi Jayanti was celebrated on 3
Mrs. Sulabha Kenkare with topics ‘Population - by organising Poster Competition on the topic ‘Clean 
Liability or Asset’ (FYJC) and ‘Technology v/s Human Earth’ by Ms. Renubala Yadav.
Resources’ (SYJC).

* Career Counselling Programme was organised 
th* Induction and Orientation Programme for FYJC for SYJC students in St. John Campus on 5  to 

thstudents was organised on 14 . The new FYJC acquaint them with career options. The valuable 
students were welcomed and addressed by Chief guidance was given by Chairman sir Mr. Albert W. 
Guest, Chairman and Principal. D’souza. Dr. Savita Tauro, Principal of St. John Institute 

of Pharmacy and Research and Dr. Ajit Kumar, 
th* Guru Poornima was celebrated on 27  by Principal of St. John College of Humanities and 

February 

st * Industrial Visit was organised on March 1 at August 
Printania Offset Pvt. Ltd., Palghar to provide first hand 
information about working of business sector.
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student council

CR - (XII Commerce)
Neel Jain

CR - (XI Commerce)
Prathamesh Ankaram

CR - (XI Arts)
Bhumi Jain

CR - (XI Commerce)
Purva Chavhan

CR - (XII Commerce)
Nandini Sharma

CR - (XI Arts)
Jeevan Pazhampallil

CR - (XII Science)
Khushboo Chaudhary

CR - (XI Science)
Aryan Raut

CR - (XII Science)
Suresh Chaudhary

CR - (XI Science)
Paarthavi Patil

Sciences, guided students of Science and Commerce * Quiz Competition was held by Mr. Kashif Shaikh 
th& Arts respectively. on “Human Rights Day” on 12  to test the 

knowledge of students regarding Human Rights.
* International Food Day was celebrated on 

th10 . Cooking Competition was held by Mrs. 
Swapnali Hooli.

* National Mathematics Day was celebrated on 
nd22 . Mathematical tricks, quiz etc. 

presented under the guidance of Ms. Prajakta Thakur.
* Constitution Day was celebrated on 

th26 . The students read Preamble of India. Mrs. In addition to above activities, the daily academic 
Suchita Gharat mentioned the significance of the day. sessions by experienced faculty trained and nurtured 

all students and prepared them for the challenges of 
rd * World AIDS Day was observed on 3 the life.

to bring awareness in the students. The PPT was 
presented by students under the guidance of Ms. 
Ankita Hatkar and Ms. Priyanka Tavares.
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She was devastated, she was sad. She lost hope, that they would someday understand,
She kept everything inside, Understand, what she was.
Every hurt she had. What she wanted and could do.
Hoping, she’ll not be hurt again. But they would never understand.
Hoping, it would get better. She was a pure soul, a soul so mature,
She longed to speak, but they won’t let her, She smiled through her pain, which made her 
She cried, hiding, everything, respecting them to stranger.
some way, She needed to be caressed,
With her heart starting to wither, Handled with love, with affection and with care.
Hoping it would get better. Only one could understand her,

One who knew her and everything about her her.Between those three minds and hearts,
She was the most mature unlike, But,
Them who thought everything in the other way. She bared it all, all the pain within her,
She expected trust, love, but she received ignorance. She thought of running away, away from them,
And she wanted to say, “it hurts, stop it”. Giving it all at once.
Hoping, it would all get better. But instead of supporting they always laid her aback.

Her heart, withered to pieces and she She gave, thought of giving up her dream,
tried holding it all together She hid the pain inside.
Hoping, it all would get better again.Deep inside the bowels of her heart.

All she carried with a heavy heart, trying to hide - Hanisha Marathe
Hoping, it would get better. XII Commerce

hoping, it would get better again 

Here are some maths facts and tricks for you !!! irrational number which neither repeats nor doesn’t 
• Pizza and Pi (π) are related !!! end when written as a decimal.  

If you have a Pizza with radius ‘z’ and thickness ‘a’, • Have you heard about a Palindrome number?
its volume is Pi*z*z*a.         It is a number that reads the same backwards and 

• The symbol for division (÷) is called Obelus. forward.                   Ex.12421.
On the other hand the division (/) is called • Have you heard about Fibonacci? 
Virgule.        It is a sequence of numbers wherein a number is 

• From 0 to 1000, only the number ‘one thousand’ the result of adding the two numbers before it. 
has the letter ‘A’ Eg. 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21 and so on.

• There is a combination of 26,830 possible Tic-Tac- Interesting Math Trick
Toe games, excluding reflections and rotations.   I. Think a number below 10.

• 2,520 is the smallest number that can be exactly II. Double the number you have thought.
divide by all the numbers 1 to 10 III. Add 6 to the result.

• Story of Pi- IV. Divide the result by 2.
It was mathematician William Shanks who calculated V. Now subtract the answer from the 
the value of π which was to 707 places but he made a number you have thought.
mistake on 528th digit and henceforth incorrectly Answer: 3
calculating every digit after that. - Raji Utekar
π is therefore not a fraction and this makes it XI Science

Did you know????

bunch of thoughts
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statue of unity

Boldly fail: -               answer, but they keep moving anyway. Taking action 
Failure can and will happen, regardless of how will lead to answers.
awesome your work ethic is. The most successful 
people understand the reality of failure and its It’s not always about luck : -  
importance in finding success. One who accepts It’s all too easy to chalk up success to being in the right 
failure, comes in terms with the reality and can place at the right time. Don’t hold yourself back by 
overcome it in next attempt. waiting for perfect timing or idea.

Set goals: -    Harness your confidence: -
Those who are successful set daily achievable goals. You’ve got truly believe in your abilities. Access 
Find success by solidifying goals that are S.M.A.R.T. - yourself to a clear understanding of what you are able 
smart, measurable, attainable, realistic, timely. Get to accomplish, and use this as fuel to light 
rid of long-term goals and establish small daily goals your own fire.
to achieve your vision more easily.

- Bhargavi More 
Don’t wait to act : - XII Science
Successful people don’t always know the right 

key to success

prism 2019 43

The tallest statue in the world of Vallabhbhai Patel and finally converted into a data grid for the 182m 
was inaugurated on his 143rd birth anniversary by design. The data was then taken to the foundry for 
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi. Named "Statue casting the final bronze claddings. (Think putting 
of Unity" It is located on the river island called Sadhu together a thousand pieces of a 3D jigsaw puzzle).
Bet near Rajpipla, Gujarat.

Construction material used: 5,700,000 kg of 
Some interesting facts about the Statue of Unity: structural steel; 18,500,000 kg of reinforced steel 
Designed by: bars; 22,500,000 kg of cement; 1,700,000 kg of 
Padma Shri & Padma Bhushan recipient Ram bronze; 1,850,000 kg of bronze cladding; 
Vanji Sutar, who also created the Mahatma 5,000,000 kg of iron crowdsourced from Indian 
Gandhi statue at the Indian Parliament. farmers as part of the 'Loha Campaign'.

Who made it? onstruction 
L&T, the Indian construction giant. over a period 33 months.
Chinese foundry Jiangxi Tongqing Metal 

Total height is 182m (597ft) including base: 
Handicrafts (or TQ Art foundry) was 

240 mtr (790 ft).
chosen by L&T to mould the bronze 
cladding. Malaysia-based Eversendai, The statue can withstand speed of Wind up 
which constructed Dubai's famous Burj Al to 50 m/sec and Earthquakes measuring up 
Arab and Burj Khalifa buildings, was to 6.5 on the Richter Scale, at a depth of 10 km 
handed the contract for the steel and within a radius of 12 km of the statue.
framework.

How it was made:
- Yash Maru

The final bronze replica from Sutar, 
XII Commerce

measuring 30 ft, was handed over to L&T. 
It was scanned into electronic data, 

3,400 workers involved in it’s c



The term “INNOVATION” means to make something screen where consumers can click around industry 
new. Banks now no longer restricted to traditional news and events while they wait to be served.
banking activities but explored newer avenues to 4. The teller kiosk 
increase business and capture new market. One of the least convenient places of any bank is the 
Today's bank doesn't look a whole lot like yesterday's teller wall. This is why so many branches are doing 
bank. From smart technology to online and mobile away with the idea in favor of a much finer teller 
banking, how consumers interact with their financial kiosk. Kiosks are self-contained pods where tellers 
institutions is more revolving door than teller wall. can perform a wide range of functions for the 
This constant motion in the industry has led to some consumer where the most attractive factor really 
exciting, interesting innovations. For bank brands, the kicks off is, with the options kiosks afford in the way a 
goal is now how to capitalize on these trends and branch redesigns without being bogged down by the 
ensure consumers keep coming back for more. wall. Banks can get creative with their design and 
But which changes are getting the most traction? To really change the look and the feeling of  their 
find out, take a look at this list of the six coolest trends branches.
in modern banking: 5. Smart technology 
1. Innovation labs Technology can do a lot to improve the consumer 
All those creative branch redesigns, smart experience. One of the widely prevalent trends 
technologies and seamless mobile tools have to come around today is interactive gesture technology. This 
from somewhere. That "somewhere" is usually an smart piece of design senses when a person walks 
innovation lab, a technique employed by a number of through the door, sounding a greeting and bringing 
major banking institutions across the country. These up an interactive screen where the consumer can 
labs are where designers can test out their new ideas check out the branch's products and services. Thanks 
on employees and consumers alike. Labs are often to this technology, a bank's customers will have a 
futuristic, over-the-top centers full of toys and customer experience that is hard to find elsewhere. 
gadgets, all in the hopes that something sticks and 6. Cash at doorstep
can make it into bank branches all over. It is one of the innovative function taken by bank,  in 
2. Faster queues which customer can get Rs 24,000 or less amount 
Standing in line is one of the worst parts of the bank delivered to his home. Customer need to 
experience. That is no more. However, thanks to a pay courier charges. Through this many 
new trend known as the digital queue management youth will get employment in courier 
system. One popular option, QMatic, lets the bank company.
customers join a digital queue even  before they - Preet Mali
arrive at the branch or even before booking XII Commerce
appointments ahead of time. This technology can 
remove long lines at the branch and increase 
customer satisfaction. Not to mention, it is simply 
super to queue up in line before you ever set foot in 
the branch itself.
3. Interactive tools 
Gone are the days of standing around waiting to be 
helped. Banks are now providing a number of 
interactive tools for consumers, and this is one of the 
newest trends in the industry. Some options include 
free use of tablets, computers and the Internet. One 
step farther is the interactive wall, a massive touch 

one bright day

One bright day, in the middle of the night, 
Two dead men got up to fight.

Back to back they faced each other, 
Drew their swords and shot each other. 

A deaf policeman heard the noise,
And ran to save the two dead boys.

If you don’t believe this lie is true,
Ask the blind man, he saw it too.

- Yash Patil
XI Science
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Chemistry Facts

lwjt cksyk

lkjh /kjrh rifr jgrh]
uHk vaxkjs cjlrk Fkk AA
xehZ es gj tho ilhus es rj gks tkrk Fkk]
gkQ jgs Fks lHkh tho O;kdqy gksdj xehZ ls AA

rHkh lw;Z viuh ekrk ls cksy mBk ujeh ls]
ek¡ lkjh nqfu;k jgrh gS ia[kks es dwyj es AA
ysfdu es ejrk jgrk gw lkjk fnu xehZ es]
yacs pkSM+s vkleku es dgh u feyrk Nk;k AA

fnu Hkj iFk ij pyrs&pyrs rirh esjh dk;k]
n;k djks ek¡ vacj es FkksM+s ikS/ks yxok nks AA
vkleku es NksVk&eksVk ia[kk Hkh Vaxoknksa nks]
ek¡ cksyh jfo uHk es dSls ikS/ks yx ik,xs AA

chtfy fcuk ogk ia[ks og dSls py ik,xs]
rius tyus ls er Mj AA
dgrh gS rsjh ekrk]
tks ftruk rirk gS mruk gh mtkyk cu 
tkrk AA

- Suman Mishra
XII Commerce

The WHO defines ‘health’ as ‘complete physical, often with the simplest methods we can create and 
mental and social well being and not merely the preserve good health in society, for example 
absence of disease or infirmity.’ Physical health protocols like the removal of garbage, providing safe 
begins with the optimum functioning of all the organs drinking water and other hygienic activities can 
of our body. Being mortal, our body can be afflicted by preserve good physical health.
thousands of diseases some innocuous and some 
causing, a lot of suffering. It is now confirmed by science that spiritual endeavor 

has a significant role in maintaining all the above 
Mental health is the soundness of mind. It denotes aspects of health. It promotes good practices, good 
the ability to return to the same status if disturbed by character and fortitude, and hence stable healthy 
the numerous problems that one faces in life. One can society.
only remain healthy if one’s surrounding and the 
society he lives in are conducive to health. So friends, it is clear that from the above definitions, 

“we are not healthy!”. But with a proactive effort on 
A new dimension of health that is gaining more and personal, social and government level we can achieve 
more importance in today’s fast materialistic world is to a great degree “Health in the truest 
spiritual health, similarly control or eradication of senses of the word.” 
vices keeps one healthy, wealthy and wise.

- Raeza Jiwani 
This leads me to think ‘Are we really healthy’? Very XI Science

in love of physics

You orchestrate the space and time
The latter, of which your beauty dilates,
The quantum of love radiates in bursts
Like a supernova in the summer sky.
Your pain of lens source a gravitational pull
Against this cosmic background 
I behave like a wave of shine.
We are like the binary code, and you are the one
A lucid relation like the planet and sun 
I want to believe that love is physics
And I shall break few laws through no heart….
For if I could travel faster than light…
I would go back in time to meet 
You all over again…

- Kazvin Maliya
XI Science
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ZOOM IN

Ankita Denwal (XII Arts)

Inaara Panjwani (Xll Com)

Isha Jain (XII Com)

James William (XII Com)

Jeet Save (XI Sci)

Prathamesh Ankaram (XI Com)

Preet Mali (XI Com)

Shubham Dhonde (XII Sci)

Rashi Shah (Xll Com)

Yash Jain (XII Sci)

Happiness comes in wavesHappiness comes in waves Struggle makes you 

stronger

beauty of  REFLECTION

Mother’s love POWER IN SILENCE

Butterfly dream

Keep going. Keep growing

Stay focused

Twilight fades

Monochrome beauty
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CANVAS

Manthan Patil (XII Sci)

Tanmay Patil (XII Sci)

Druti Panchal (XII Com)

Sumedh Shivanagi (XII Sci)

Hritik Lohar (XII Sci)Yash Maru (XII Com)

Facebook addiction

Dot painting

Smiling Depression

Courageous grace under pressure

Warli painting
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wall of honour

Editorial team:  st. john junior college

Student Editors:
Preet Mali 
Laxmi Pandey
Raji Utekar
Prathamesh Ankaram

Faculty Incharges:
Sharon D’Mello
Deepa Rajwar
Mugdha Raut
Mary Rojan
Chinmayi Churi
Renubala Yadav
Prajakta Thakur

Special thanks to:
Suchita Gharat

Second Prize
 in Science-Fest organised by 

St. John Technical Campus, Palghar 
in January 2018

Third Prize 
in PPT presentation competition 

held by SJCHS 
in July 2018

Third Prize 
in District level Solo Singing competition 

organised by Dandekar College, 
Palghar in August 2018

Second Prize 
in Solo Singing competition 

held in TVM, Boisar 
in December 2018

Second Prize 
in Film-Making competition 

organised by H.D. Save Jr. College 
in December 2018

Gold Medal
in Mix Martial Art 

at National level competition 
in December 2018
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College Campus : 
St. John Technical Campus, Vevoor, Manor Road, Palghar (E), Dist. Palghar - 401 404.

St. John College of Humanities and Sciences
Ph

Website : www.sjchs.in  |  E-mail : office@sjihct.in

Find us on facebook - SJCHS Palghar

: 02525-297071

St. John Junior College
Ph: 9867577208 

E-mail: sjjc.office@aldel.org

“SERVING TO EDUCATE, EDUCATING TO SERVE”
Aldel Education Trust : 
S/2, West View Avenue Co-op. Soc. Ltd., Holy Cross Road, I. C. Colony, Borivli (W), Mumbai - 400 103.
Ph: 022-2891 0964   |  E-mail : aet.office@aldel.orgALDEL 

EDUCATION TRUST




